ABSTRACT A cyber physical distribution power system (CPDS) is a large and complex infrastructure that coordinates the cyber communication system and the physical distribution power system. Because of the increasingly advanced information communication technology, the development of cyber physical distribution power system has caused key cyber security issues related to system operation. This paper is focused on realizing a unified system attack modeling and security assessment of an active distribution power system. In this paper, first we present an overview of the system operation from the fusion system perspective. The significant effects of network intrusion attacks on operational security are evaluated. A new unified cyber physical network model is established using a limited stochastic Petri net graph theory that considers refined firewalls and password components. Then, a security effectiveness evaluation method is proposed to analyze channel throughput variation and system robustness. Overall CPDS security risk values are determined based on physical influence coefficients. Finally, simulations of an improved IEEE-33 bus distribution power system and security assessment under intrusion attacks are described. The research work could raise awareness of the cyber intrusion threats and provide the basis for security defense.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of smart grid construction, information technology has penetrated all aspects of infrastructures and advanced applications in active distribution systems. The cyber-physical system (CPS) is characterized as a multidimensional heterogeneous complex system integrating multi-source power networks and multiple information networks using information and communication technology (ICT) [1] - [3] . The interaction between the power devices and ICT increases the interdependence of the distribution power system and cyber system. Although high-quality power supply services are thus realized, the factors causing uncertainty in the information network, such as delay, error, interruption, and network attack, clearly force the CPS system to handle more potential security risks and attack threats, and can even cause serious adverse effects to a nation's livelihood and social stability [4] - [6] . The Ukraine blackout accident, where a secondary network suffered a network intrusion attack, is a typical case of a power outage [7] . Intruders attacked part of the substation Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system through malicious code, causing a widespread blackout in Ukraine, as well as power equipment failures.
Cyber security for the modern power system is an emerging area of research. Scholars have committed to conduct-ing research of the influence that cyber intrusion attacks may cause on power system's operation [8] - [11] . They added the self-healing ability under attacks in order to find system vulnerabilities of smart grids [8] . Researchers proposed a fusion system based on different event-triggered hybrid control, distributed coordinated control and hierarchical hybrid control models to study the operation securities of cyber-physical microsystems considering network malfunction [9] - [11] . Clark and Zonouz showed that a complex invasion can indeed have an impact on the power system in adversarial environments by a power system case study [12] . They presented a formal definition of resilience and assessment metric and formulated cyber defense policies. Haller and Genge [13] focused on designing intrusion detection systems (IDS) to reduce the number of monitored parameters applied for interactive communication between cyber and physical side.
Recently, many scholars have studied the network graph theory as one of the most effective fusion modeling algorithms [14] - [16] . Huang et al proposed a new risk assessment based on Bayesian to quantify the impact of intrusion attacks on the Industrial Cyber-Physical systems, involving the attack information communication process and quantitative probabilities of attacked smart meters [17] . The Petri net, proposed by Carl Adam, is widely known as a useful modeling method for a complex hybrid system. Petri net-based fusion modeling was proposed where service specification was implemented in the CPS service control flow [14] , [15] . To evaluate the security performance of CPS, Fu et al. [18] analyzed CPS information security risk assessment and index weight values by establishing a Petri net model. Besides, the Petri net theory and the game theory were combined to simulate offense and defense behaviors. quantitative models of CPS security analysis were established [19] , [20] . Many researchers utilized the hierarchical Petri nets and stochastic Petri nets to enrich the attack model [21] - [24] . Ten et al presented a new unified formalism to model the CPS, including interconnections among cyber and physical components [25] .
Due to the openness of modern information and communication technologies, information security has become an important issue that cannot be ignored in distribution power system operations. However, current research methods on CPDS cannot consider actual cyber-physical interaction characteristics. To test the communication failure impact on the power grid, CPS co-simulation testbed was analyzed [26] . False data injection attacks on CPDS was studied, but how cyberattacks spread is undesirable [27] .
Previous research on the security risk assessment of attack state and attack process is not detailed, the modeling of the related intrusion attack propagation process is not perfect. What's more, the cooperative simulation platform experiment for distributed network physical system is rarely carried out.
In this paper, based on the Petri net quantization theory, a cyber intrusion attack model is proposed by applying the idea of hierarchical Limited stochastic Petri nets (LSPN).
In particular, we have established a unified intrusion attack model for distribution networks in the CPDS environment. Improved LSPN is used to theoretically examine the attacked network states and the process of transmitting attack source information. A network attack model is proposed to realize refined device modelling, and a new LSPN-based unified CPDS model is realized. We also have conducted research on CPDS security assessment by proposing throughput and comprehensive security performance indicators. Specifically, this study is aimed at realizing unified modeling of integrated CPDS and security performance analysis of active distribution power systems based on the reachability states graph by the LSPN. This paper is structured as follows. Section II presents an overview of the cyber physical distribution power system operation and intrusion attacks. Based on Petri net theory, a unified system model under cyber intrusion attacks and the proposed quantitative theory of communication network are presented in Sections III and IV, respectively. Section V introduces the methodology framework for eliciting the cyber security assessment indicator. In Section VI, the analysis method based on LSPN is verified by simulation results on the improved IEEE-33 bus active distribution power system with various attack scenarios. The conclusions follow in Section VII.
II. NETWORK INTRUSION ATTACK PROCESS
A CPS is an integrated system for controlling, maintaining, and monitoring physical components via cyber network transmission. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the electricity is distributed between generators (both traditional power generators and distributed generation sources) and terminal users (industrial, commercial, and residential consumers). Meanwhile, the bi-directional information flow is used to control intelligent appliances at the consumer side, which can reduce energy consumption and the consequent expense, and as a result, increase the system's reliability and operation. The general architecture for smart grid communication infrastructures includes wide area networks (WANs), neighborhood area networks (NANs), SCADA, ICT devices, control centers, and substation automation integration systems [28] . The SCADA system is used to monitor and control the components distributed from the control center to the substations. Typical hardware comprises components in the control 75616 VOLUME 7, 2019 center, such as firewalls, engineering workstations, and various servers that can store and process the data. The hardware also includes communication devices, such as radio, telephone lines, and cables, which can be used as the communication channels. The ICT devices, which realize the interactive operation between a power system and a SCADA system on the network side, consist of remote terminal units (RTUs), sensors, actuators, programmable logic controllers (PLCs), etc. The servers store and process the information sent from the RTUs, and the RTUs or PLCs control the processes of the field devices. The communication hardware allows information to be transmitted between the control center and substation network. For example, the network sensors collect the state variables of a power system, such as voltage and current, and these variables are then transmitted from the RTU to the control system. The RTUs are also responsible for the operation of actuators using the received control commands to adjust the topology and parameters of the dynamic system. The physical systems of generation, transmission, and distribution are interconnected through the transmission lines and substations. The crucial calculations at the control center include status estimation (SE) and optimal power flow (OPF). Moreover, the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) and PLC have been developed to increase the efficiency, flexibility, and utilization of distributed and localized computations.
ICT devices allow the substation network to communicate with the control center, and the collected field data can be transmitted to the control center based on the ICT interface. By transferring information through the humanmachine interface, the SCADA system enables the operator to monitor or control the entire power system operation at the control center. DERs allow the customer-side power generation and management to be more flexible and reliable, reshaping the existing patterns of power flows from unidirectional to bidirectional. Therefore, an AMI system with millions of smart meters in distribution power systems provides innovative two-way real-time communications in smart grids, which can benefit from demand response, energy management, and consumer participation.
Security challenges in the smart grid are on the rise in both the physical and cyber spaces [29] . A virtual private network (VPN) constitutes a network security technology used to form connections with other corporate networks. Remote login programs in the VPN provide the capability to control other machines within the networks. Moreover, intrusion detection systems (IDSs) and password protected firewalls have been deployed against external intrusions [30] . Convenient access to Internet resources and online search capabilities in the open communication network makes it a target for network hackers.
Report No. 7628 of the American Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) noted that three main elements of cyber security are confidentiality, integrity, and availability [31] . They are commonly referred to as the Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (CIA) security objectives. In an active distribution power system, when Availability is destroyed, failures in data transmission and other issues occur to cause power supply failure and cascading, which has tremendous effects on the system securities [32] .
In line with the aims of CIA, various network intrusion attacks against a power system can be divided into three types: 1) password crack attacks and malware installation behaviors, which are intended to obtain information confidentiality. 2) false data injection (FDI) attacks, man-inthe-middle (MITM) attacks, replay attacks, etc., which can destroy data integrity. 3) Denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, black hole attacks in wireless sensor networks, and so on, which threaten communication availability. These attacks are based primarily on using the vulnerabilities and security deficiencies in the network infrastructure without permission. With available information and tools, there are several possible means of perpetrating network intrusion attacks: 1) VPN, 2) dial-up connections, 3) wireless connections, and 4) remote logon programs.
In CPDS, SCADA systems are currently based mainly on open and networked architectures. As a result, private networks in distribution power systems are becoming more vulnerable to IP-based intrusion attacks with TCP/IP and Ethernet technologies. At the beginning of the system operation, initial measurements of state variables are collected by sensors and then transmitted to the communication network at a certain time interval t. Usually, analog digital converters in the network are used to convert continuous state variable signals into the corresponding discrete-time digital signals, such as IP addresses. The digital signals are sent across the firewall detection process and then transmitted to the control center as the input values for the SCADA system using the TCP/IP communication protocol. Whenever control commands are sent by the system operator after being processed by the state estimator to the actuators, via SCADA, the control variables are modified accordingly. Thus the receiving distribution power system works in a new operating state. It shows that the coupled system goes into an iterative loop, whereas the modification of the control variable values activates the power flow computation.
Theoretically, to perpetrate an IP-based intrusion attack, the intruder uses the controlled system resources to damage the normal operation of the system equipment, such as the state estimator and the autonomous control function of the substation, and achieves the implementation of target protocols in Figure 2 . The combination from substation level networks to other networks allows various attack scenarios with access points. The proposed model could depict the intrusion attack process for refining the firewall and password protection models. Furthermore, the consideration of the firewall and computer logon services is inspired by the necessary steps of invasion.
III. UNIFIED MODEL SETUP
In this section, first the LSPN theory is introduced to qualitatively present the innovative network intrusion attack modeling method. Then, the transition activity of the cyber intrusion attack is considered in order to build a refined communication network model. Therefore, the property analysis of system modeling is presented and a unified CPDS model is established.
A. TARGET INTRUSION PROCESS
The LSPN is used to model an information processing system with concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, parallel, uncertainty, or random information [33] , [34] . It can also evaluate and improve the system by analyzing the dynamic behavior information of the system structure. The dynamic behavior of the LSPN is a local state transition, which involves only the change in the transition state based on the arc connection relation. The occurrence of transition is a stochastic process that considers the time required for completing transition. Moreover, its duration obeys a certain probability distribution. The performance analysis of the LSPN model is based on the isomorphism of its state space and Markov chain (MC). Each location on the LSPN is mapped to its state space in the MC. The start rate of the transition in the reachability graph corresponds to the transfer rate between the MC states.
According to the cyber intrusion activity shown in Figure 2 , the exact attributes of the network key components are determined according to the transfer process of the attack source, and the special properties of the system modeling method based on the LSPN are analyzed. This can provide the theoretical basis for the unified modeling of the cyber physical distribution power system.
As intrusion behaviors change with the evolution of security vulnerabilities, it may not be practical to enumerate specific intrusion steps. To detect an anomaly resulting from an intrusion attempt, modeling of the malicious packets flowing through boundary perimeters and the records failed logons to the computer center are necessary to show whether the attack attempts are successful. As this modeling method is a high abstraction for the cyber physical distribution power system, the probability of successful information transmission through the analog digital converter, state estimate, sensor, and actuators is considered to be almost 100% for network infrastructures with point-to-point transmission.
B. FIREWALL PROTECTION RULE
With rapid development of computer network technology, the processing and transmission of information has transcended the limitations of time and region. The firewall is an important component of the network security that is used to protect the network. Further, to perpetrate a successful intrusion attack, the attacker must acquire the necessary information from different tools and resources to determine the IP addresses in the networks. Therefore, an exact rule set is essential for achieving a secure firewall. According to the common security policy, the specific firewall rules for the distribution power system can be implemented according to the priority of the communication protocol level in the case of rule-making priorities.
Considering the reliability of the TCP transmission protocol, a mixed rule set is used to combine a transport layer protocol type and packet IP address to optimize a single rule set and improve filtering efficiency. Because of the diversity of network devices in the cyber network, in view of intrusion attacks on the network side, various protection rules configured by the firewall are considered protecting: 1) Web server class loophole applications, 2) file class vulnerability applications, 3) ActiveX plug-in control class loopholes, and 4) the information refused by a class vulnerability application. The HTTP and FTP protocols are used to transmit communication information. The firewall log records show different types of vulnerability attacks. Specific firewall filtering rules are shown in Table 1 . 
C. COMPUTER PASSWORD PROTECTION RULE
For the intrusion attacker, the computer center is generally the ultimate goal for the purpose of realizing data tampering and then gaining access to economic benefits, etc. Penetration attempts based on repeatedly failed logons without establishing authentication credentials are mainly evaluated. The computer processes for storing these failed logon trials, and other security-relevant logons, are embedded in the computer operation system for analysis. To describe the computer operation, the model includes two parts: failed logon probability and the response rate. The probability expresses the number of failed logon trials. The response rate is regarded as the central processing unit (CPU) clock rate, which represents the performance of a computer system.
D. UNIFIED MODEL FOR CYBER PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
With the above Petri net theory modeling, the following related special properties are satisfied to realize the network intrusion attack modeling in the distribution power system:
1) The LSPN is an extended Petri net, and each transition is associated with a start rate, which means the average start number of transition events at a certain time under the effective conditions, namely, the number/unit time.
2) Assuming that the LSPN identifier is reversible, the performance of the system is analyzed based on the MC stable state probability system. Since LSPN is a dynamic process, each state has a certain possibility. When the time is infinite, the system achieves a dynamic equilibrium. Then, the state probability is the stable system state probability in this time.
Thus, an LSPN network consists of two types of transitions: instantaneous transition and delay transition. The instantaneous transition gives the relevant probability value and the delay transition gives the relevant delay time. If there is a number of transitions constituting an enforceable transition set O in an identifier M , there are two cases:
1) If set U is composed of all time transitions, the implementation probability p of transition T T at any time is
where λ a , λ k are the start rates of time transition a and k, respectively.
2) If set U , with a number of instantaneous transitions and time delay transitions, or only with instantaneous transitions, can be implemented, the specific choice is executed according to the corresponding probability distribution function.
In the modeling process, it is necessary to determine, for each substation node, whether the communication network with ICT devices acquires state variables or sends control commands in the cyber side. Based on the LSPN theory, the communication network is modeled to describe the state of the random process, and the cyber intrusion attack is estimated according to abnormal activity, which includes malicious packet flow in the firewall and password login failures. Thus, a unified system model composed of a firewall protection model and interactive process is formed to analyze malicious intrusion activity. As shown in Figure 3 , the model includes the firewall i based on information security defense technology and the realization of authentication login encryption protection. The time of the transition delay is consistent with the time required by the attacker to obtain the system response. Tokens are used to represent the intrusion attempts after the attack begins.
In the model, the locations of ''TCP/IP level 1, 2, and 3'' represent the specific firewall filtering rules, and the ''state monitor'' means the information state monitoring function for malicious packets. These components indicate that the intruder can choose four possible paths respectively corresponding to different penetration probabilities p to cross the firewall i. Further, ''UDP refuse'' means that the intrusion attempt is invalid with a certain penetration probability, because it is blocked by the firewall. Each transient transition of the firewall in the firewall protect model adds a firewall penetration probability, which can be calculated based on the firewall log [16] , [25] . This means that when a network intrusion attack occurs, the probability p of firewall penetration for each rule is Equation (2) concerns only malicious packages that use a false IP address to cross the firewall. When the firewall has been crossed, the corresponding description of the password login process is shown, including the remaining three locations. They respectively represent the computer response time, login attempt, and the final target system, i.e., the control center. For any computer login authentication interface, an intrusion attack attempting to cross a firewall is represented as a continuous transition probability. To build a firewall protection model, the ability to lock an account after a limited number of attempts can be simulated by initializing the number of N tokens, i.e., the password login threshold limit. In Figure 3 , the transition probability p is the total number of records, except a repeated login attempt within a specific time interval, which is regarded as a result of common user input error. The response speed λ pw i is the delay of the repeated login. It can estimate the time of the next attempt, which is assumed to be an automatic process achieved by certain tools.
In particular, when the power node is a DER in an active distribution power system, it may be an energy storage device, wind turbine (WT), solar energy installation, or micro gas turbine. It is considered that different DER units can switch their operation mode according to the different trigger conditions. Similarly to the above system modeling, we use LSPN theory to describe and model the switching process of the operating mode effectively. First, we establish the general communication model of the DER unit. It is divided into a work and a stop mode. In addition, the initial operation mode of each DER unit that has suffered a network intrusion attack is marked as a token, and the black spots are described as discrete positions. The protection model based on firewall equipment is shown in Figure 4 . The transition conditions T T 1 and T T 2 indicate that the malicious packet crosses the firewall and triggers the operation mode of the DER to change between the normal operating mode and stop mode. An example of the operation modes, when the DER node is a WT, is shown in the virtual box of the Figure 4 . When the wind speed v is higher than the rated wind speed v R , which means v ≥ v R , the WT works in the constant power output (CPO) mode. When the wind speed satisfies v < v R , the operation mode of the WT is maximum power point tracking (MPPT). If the wind speed is v / ∈ (v min , v max ), the WT is switched to the stop mode. These modes are represented by P19,P20 and P21 respectively.
IV. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS A. COMPUTATIONAL THEORY
According to the analysis of the communication networks on the cyber side, the intelligent devices integrated on the computer can be mapped to the communication data points. The steps that a successful network intrusion attack must complete are: 1) obtain the availability of computer systems in the network, 2) attempt to invade the computer, and 3) understand how to attack through the communication network using the appropriate attack access point. The reachability states are shown in Figure 5 , where the M labels in the circles represent the reachable states. We can acquire eight reachable states from the top of the graph by moving the token. The transition probability and rate are on an arc. In Figure 5 , = {λ, p, t} is defined to describe the process of the states change, λ represents the firewall execution speed, p represents the transition probability, t represents the execution time. The response time t pw is the delay of the repeated login, t f is the firewall execution time, p f is the probability of entering the password model.
In LSPN, the transition probability can be represented by matrix W that includes the instantaneous transition and the time delay transition. The instantaneous transition gives the relevant probability value, and the time delay transition gives the relevant delay time. Each column corresponds to the five labels M 1 , M 2 , M 4 , M 5 , M 6 caused by the instantaneous transitions and three labels M 3 , M 7 , M 8 generated by time delay transitions. The first column in W represents transfer behavior from M 1 to instantaneous transitions
LSPN is an extension of the basic Petri net, and each transition is associated with a start rate (indicating the average number of starts per unit time under effective conditions, i.e. times/unit time). The basic Petri net can be seen as a special case where all transition start with delays being zero. The difference is that all valid transitions in the basic Petri net can be initiated, whereas in LSPN, there are a few possibilities for a transition with a large effective transition start rate, and a small possibility of a transition with a small start speed.
In general, the LSPN tokens are limited and the labels are all reversible. In this way, the LSPN analysis problem can be transformed into the Markov chain based steady-state probabilistic system performance analysis. As LSPN is a dynamic process, the possibility of each state is certain. When the time becomes infinity, the system will reach a dynamic equilibrium. At this time, the probability of the system state is the so-called stable state probability.
The state transition matrix is used to describe the intrusion attack behaviors. Consider a discrete time version of this LSPN model:π k+1 = Wπ k (4) whereπ is the probability vector, k is the time step and matrix W represents a transfer matrix formed under different attacks. Each transition in the system is constrained by the place with a specific probability, and the Markov equilibrium equation is solved to determine the corresponding Markov chain state, which is the steady state probability of the number of variations. Then the specific steady-state probability equation is:π
It represents thatπ is the embedded MC state gained by the LSPN, where The identification generated by an instantaneous transition requires the time to be 0, which simplifies matrix W to a matrix W that contains only the number of time delay transitions. In order to reduce the embedded MC state transition probability matrix W, the W matrix is
where matrix C is expressed as the label moved from instantaneous transition to instantaneous one, matrix D is expressed as the label moved from instantaneous transition to delay transition, matrix E is expressed as the label moved from delay transition to instantaneous one, and matrix F is expressed as the label moved from delay transition to delay one. The linear equation (5) is solved to obtainπ , which means that the steady-state probability π is the weighted sum of the required duration time of each corresponding identifier. In the LSPN system, if M j ∈ M q , the probability that information transfer process reaches the steady state is zero; if M j ∈ M u , probability π can be calculated by
where t(M a ) is characterized by the time spent in M 1 state when a random process to M j state is required. t c (M j ) is the average cycle time in M j state.
B. INFLUENCE ON COMMUNICATION NETWORK
The proposed network intrusion attack refers to the behavior that it can cross the firewall to reach the control center of the computer and make the corresponding target node fail to receive or transmit information by blocking the communication channel. For example, in a typical DoS attack, the attacker disturbs the normal communication between the network nodes by injecting signals to broadcast meaningless messages in the communication channel. To simulate the real communication network better, it is assumed that each network node can generate, transmit, and receive packets. Specifically, the attacker can directly control the packet size of the channel information transmission by changing the packet loss rate in order to congest the network channel of the destination node.
To quantify the communication volume in the communication network of power node i, the change in the channel throughput variation T is analyzed when the data collected from the node iare transmitted directly to the control equipment. In the security period, the packet loss rate is within the acceptable range by default. Packets N 2 can be transmitted successfully. When the data packets N 1 affected by the cyber intrusion attack become malicious, the packet loss rate is similar to the steady state probability value π. Thus, the throughput variation T i under the intrusion attack can be expressed as
where π i is the steady-state probability after an intrusion attack using the appropriate attack access point, which can be obtained by the embedded MC steady-state equation based on Petri net theory. Attack ratio N 1 N 2 describes the characteristics of the interference attack, which means how the attacker knows about the substation network and how skillful the attacker is. L, H are respectively the length of the original data message and the preamble. R is the transmission rate. The smaller the throughput variation, the stronger the operation robustness of the corresponding communication network on the cyber side.
V. CYBER SECURITY ASSESSMENT
The purpose of the proposed methodology is to model intrusion attack behaviors and evaluate the potential consequences of a network intrusion attack in the physical distribution power system through the cyber network. In this section, the framework of our security assessment method for distribution power system is in general divided into two parts: calculation of the communication throughput variation in the unified system model and calculation of the optimal power flow. The unified system model defines the intrusion scenario and the states. Calculation of the optimal power flow is used to evaluate the distribution power system operation state.
A. METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW
The flow chart depicted in Figure 6 illustrates the simulation procedures based on the proposed security assessment method. The security assessment methodology can be summarized as a two-step approach. 1) In the first step, the cyber network topology in the system for deriving possible compromise paths of network intrusion attacks to the control center is analyzed. The net modeling with LSPN defines the intrusion scenarios and quantifies the steady invasion VOLUME 7, 2019 probability. 2) In the second step, the consequence severity of the communication malfunctions of the power nodes with security efficiency indices is determined. The integration of these two steps allows the effects of a potential cyber intrusion attack to be quantified. 
B. COMPREHENSIVE SECURITY EFFICIENCY INDEX
Traditional power or communication vulnerability calculation methods have been widely studied, including those for determining the safety and stability of power systems and for real-time reliability analysis of communication systems. After determining the type and impact of the communication interruption, certain indices can be used to evaluate the effect on the power operation, such as the system expected load reduction, and the system stability margin. In general, the influence coefficient γ is proposed to characterize the influences on the stability of the whole system after the failure of an attacked node due to a communication network malfunction. When the corresponding node loses efficacy because of a cyber intrusion attack, the loss load of the system is represented by P LOL . The calculation formula of the influence coefficient γ is
where P Total is the total load of the whole system. The system load level E represents the critical state of the system's stable operation under the influence of the failed node. It can be calculated through the optimal power flow. Moreover, a security efficiency indicator is also proposed to integrate the topology and operational status better, and the effect of cyber intrusion attacks on the operation stability in the distribution power system:
where K is the number of attack scenes to be evaluated and S is the set of initial points of the network attack. V (i) is the maxim of the security efficiency indicators in different attack scenes with the attacked node i. T x is the throughput variation affected by the attack steady-state probability π x with a specific attack access point x. x, y respectively represent the communication network of the power node and control center of the computer that has been invaded. γ nodex and γ CCeny are respectively the influence coefficients of the firewall protection equipment and control center connected with the attacked node i. The system refers to the wide-area communication network between the control center and the substation node network. Assuming that the attack scenarios performed by the substation-level network are independent of each other, the initial points of the network intrusion attack are not related. For a substation node network, an attack scenario can be defined as the steps of many attack attempts initiated inside the firewall or outside the network with the aim of penetrating the control center in the CPDS. The initial point provides the entry for the intruder to the cyber network. The security efficiency assessment formula in scenario k gives its potential influence, which is the weighted sum of the potential hazards of set S.
VI. PERFORMANCE STUDY
In this section, the security operation on the CPDS is evaluated. Different simulation experiments are described, and the simulation results are then analyzed.
A. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
In the IEEE-33 bus active distribution power system, DERs are added as DER 1, 2, and 3 in Node 1, Node 11, and Node 17, respectively. Moreover, to improve the characteristics of the active distribution power system, three DERs are set to supply as much energy as possible. DER 1, 2, and 3 all use PQ mode to control the rated power, which is 1 MW, 2 MW, and 2 MW, respectively. Each node has its substation network, and therefore, its firewall protect model is provided by LSPN.
The processes of information communication of the related nodes are defined by three types of modes: Md. 1, where the communication information of a node directly transfers from the substation level network to the control center by the LSPN communication model (represented by in Figure 7) ; Md. 2, where the communication information can choose either the substation level or the distribution load network, and then reach the control center (represented by in Figure 7) ; and Md. 3, where the communication information is transmitted via the substation level, distribution load network, or DER network transmission to the control center (represented by in Figure 7) . There are three possible access points to the network to be established.
The cyber network connection diagram is shown in Figure 8 . There is two-way firewall isolation between the WT DER network, substation level network, and distribution load network. Only the substation level network directly connects to the control center with the firewall model. All the regional networks are assumed to use the same firewall rules and computer password authentication. A cyber physical simulation platform is built by using Avalanche attack testing devices to exploit the vulnerabilities under intrusion attacks. As shown in Figure 9 , the Avalanche testing device connects with the firewall through switches and initiates various vulnerability attacks. The data acquisition request is sent to the measurement terminal from the simulation master station, and the real-time data are uploaded through the firewall from the measurement terminal to the master station. The main steps of the experimental test are as follows: 1) Configure the firewall vulnerability rules; 2) Attempt to use the firewall for the server operation class and application service class vulnerability scanning;
3) After scanning, various vulnerability attack packages are sent to the firewall using Avalanche. For Web server class applications, the firewall SQL injection, XSS scripts, and other attacks are simulated; for file class applications, CVE-2010-0188, CVE-2010-3333, and other vulnerability attacks are simulated; for ActiveX control vulnerability testing, CVE-2009-1534, CVE-2012-1891, and other vulnerability attacks are simulated. 4) Check whether the firewall log records the type of vulnerability attack and whether the client has successfully established a connection with the server. 5) Repeat experiments, and record the statistical quantization values of the penetration probability of firewall rules in the cyber network.
Thousands of experiments are executed. The simulation results for the application of Rule 1 for the Web server class are shown in Figure 10 , where the penetration probabilities under FTP and HTTP protocols are shown, respectively.
The experimental results verify that the invasion attacker can affect the firewall defense. When the firewall is attacked by means of different vulnerabilities, the normal transmission of measurement data is destroyed, and then the power system is affected. The abscissa in the graphs on the left hand side of Figure 10 a) and b) shows the attacking time, and the number of successful packet connections in the vertical axis contains attack information and normal user information. The circle line in the graph represents the total number of attempts to connect between the current time points; the diamond line indicates the number of failed connections; the square line is the number of successful connections; and the triangle line represents the number of alarms. In Figure 10 a), the firewall does not open error analysis function, and therefore the value is zero. Because the test experiments need a certain delay time to determine whether the connection is successful, the purple and green lines to a certain extent lag behind the red line, and therefore in the simulation time 75-100s, the green and purple lines would exceed the red line. Figure 10 a), the penetration probability under FTP protocols is 0.2559. In Figure 10 b), the penetration probability under HTTP protocols is 0.2179. The logon failure probability for each computer is designed to be 10%. Then, the computer response rates of the computer and firewall are set to λ 
Thus, matrix W can be obtained as follows: According to LSPN theory, the transfer of tokens among states is similar to the Markov process. By calculating the transfer matrix, the probability that the token (i.e., network intrusion attempts) locates in each state can be obtained until the system reaches a steady state. Table 2 shows the transmission probability and influence coefficient in different attack scenarios. The steady-state probability corresponds to the network topology values of the three modes of power communication, namely, Md. 1, Md. 2, and Md. 3 in Figure 7 , which reflect the differences in the resistance to attacks of risk levels. The values in rows 1 to 4 of Table 2 represent the steady-state values of each computer system at different locations under monitoring and the steady-state probability values from the firewall. The internal access points are analyzed by comparing different attacks. The steady state value of an external attack scenario is in general less than that of an internal intrusion scenario. The reason is that the internal firewall is the first firewall from outside to the internal network, which increases the probability of a successful penetration of the control center based on the LSPN theory. In addition, because of the firewall and password protection response time set value, the probability of attack from the node network to the control center is very large. The main factor affecting the internal attack vulnerability is the configuration of the communication network model and its more complex structure (Md. 3). The steadystate probability that the attack can successfully reach the control center is lower. Therefore, the network configuration and protection of the key nodes in the actual power grid can refer to the above situation.
B. SIMULATION RESULTS
Given the steady-state probability value under the invading scenario, the impact of the attack on the network side of the node can be reflected by the linear correlation between the channel throughput and the packet loss caused by the attack. For the network structure shown in Md. 3, the change trend of the throughput variation of the different attack access points is shown in Figure 11 . It shows that the network intrusion attacks from outside the firewall have a strong effect on the throughput of data communications. When a node is attacked by an attacker with certain knowledge and skills, the system steady attack probability is high and the initiated low attack probability decreases the effect on the throughput of data transmission caused by the network communication topology. The change range of communication throughput in Md. 3 is more affected by the data transmission path and network topology model, which indicates the greater robustness of the corresponding communication network model. Table 2 represents the expected load loss for the Nodes 5, 23, and 11 under intrusion attacks, row 6 shows the maximum load level, and row 7 shows the influencing factor. More specifically, assuming the used computer systems are comparable, the use of smaller-scale node networks can lead to higher levels of vulnerability. This is because a smaller computer network could be more likely to identify the target of the attack. The security assessment indicator of Nodes 5 and 11 is 0.0215 and 0.0221, respectively, which means that power Node 5 is more vulnerable and it needs to be given more protection and attention.
Row 5 in
Assuming the distributed power DERs are all wind energy, in order to consider the influence of the dynamic mode of DER on the security operation of the system, a comparison of different DER node installation locations in terms of network intrusion attacks is shown in Figure 12 . According to the actual maximum power tracking curve of the wind energy of a WT, the working state of the wind energy is distributed as follows. Except for the time when it is in the stop mode, the proportion of time that the WT is in the work mode is 75% during a day, which means the transition probability of WT work mode is 90% * 0.75 = 0.675 under intrusion attacks, where 90% is the predesigned successful logon computer probability value and 0.75 is the probability of work time.
The security performance indices of the power nodes when the DERs are configured at different branch nodes are shown in Figure 12 . It shows that the system configuration where all the DER nodes are installed in the main branch is stronger and more stable than that where the DER nodes are decentralized. The results of the improved security assessment indicator in the IEEE-33 bus cyber physical distribution system are shown in Figure 13 . The countermeasure is improved by setting the IT password login threshold as 3 of tokens. It shows that the improvement reduces the vulnerability indicator for all substation nodes. The logon response strategy is improved by setting the response speed of the password login. This strategy significantly improves the security indicator for all substation nodes. Another interesting point is that the security assessment indicators of Nodes 3 and 6 with the highest level of structure are low in the invasion scenario. This is due to the small size of the network topology, so that an attacker can achieve a higher probability of steady-state malicious packets passing through the firewall and SCADA computer protection system to attempt to log on. More specifically, the results of node attack scenarios from outside the firewall shows that the power nodes with higher security usually refer to the nodes with the use of a substation model, in a crucial position or having more output in the system. Since the attack access point outside the network to the control center in the network Md. 1 is isolated by only two firewalls, and the others go through more layers of isolation, the attacked nodes that apply Md. 1 are more likely to exert a greater effect on system security, i.e., lead to a greater range of power failure. Some nodes have low security assessment values, such as Node 11 (DER node) and Node 1 (balanced node), because the stability of the entire grid operation is greatly affected by the nodes' failure, although these nodes' network structure with Md. 3 reduces the probability of a successful attack.
Furthermore, the changeable response speeds of the firewall and computer login also affect the security performance evaluation results in the active distribution system. The blue bar in Fig. 13 shows that the security performance evaluation of the power node attacked from outside the network after the response speed of the password protected computer is increased and the response speed of the firewall is reduced. Clearly, the system security is improved when the devices with more vulnerable in the communication models are relatively decreased. Because of the reduced probability of a successful attack against the control center and the greatly increased intrusion probability into the substation-level network, the nodes with large influence factors show a more pronounced influence on the system securities.
VII. CONCLUSION
To ensure the operation security and stability of the contemporary power infrastructure, a key task is to evaluate the system security assessment by considering the possible harm of network intrusion attacks initiated from the communication network side. An analytical framework is proposed in this paper to quantify the steady-state attack probability and the influence on the operational security of an active distribution power system based on LSPN graph theory. Moreover, the descriptions of cyber intrusion attacks, intrusion scenarios, specific evaluation formula for security effectiveness, assessment method and the joint experimental results mentioned can provide a reference for identifying the vulnerability of power system nodes in the face of network intrusion attacks and for improving the security and planning tool to assist the operators in achieving safety analysis.
The main research priorities are as follows. 1) According to the transition process of cyber intrusion attacks, a unified model of an active distribution power system is built to implement the security analysis of system operation. Considering the boundary inspection of malicious packets and intrusion attempts against each computer operation system, the establishment of the model includes primarily a general firewall protection model for monitoring abnormal states using predefined rules and a special network protection model for DERs involving the transformation of the operation mode.
2) Three different levels of communication networks corresponding to the physical nodes are distinguished to describe random attack process. In order to simulate the real data transmission of a communication network, the change in channel throughput in the corresponding network structure is quantitatively analyzed by considering the steady-state probability of the system under different attack access points.
3) A new security efficiency indicator is proposed to comprehensively evaluate the throughput variation in the communication channel and the attack influence on the CPDS when the corresponding power node loses efficacy due to cyber threats. For different attacked power nodes, the effect of the load loss for common nodes and the change in the operation mode for the DER power node are considered, respectively. Simulation results of the IEEE-33 bus distribution power system also demonstrate that the security performance index changes according to different attack scenarios and verify the effectiveness of the improved countermeasures. If the communication network structure becomes more complex, it could have greater effect on communication throughput variation, and the robustness of the system becomes more stronger.
The research work could assess the system securities and raise awareness of the cyber intrusion threats. How to integrate our method to evaluate new target defense technologies is an interesting topic in the future. 
